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Abstract

Policy enabled applications are being increasingly em-
ployed to support responsive Information Technology ser-
vices. In competitive business environments, such services
increase adaptability of both software and the processes
they implement through externalized business and security
logic. Over the last decade this has driven both industry and
academia to contribute to policy research and engineer-
ing by developing specification languages, frameworks and
toolkits. Since this work has typically been applied to and
evaluated using new enterprise solutions, policy manage-
ment for existing applications has been less well studied. In
this paper we share our experiences on policy enabling an
existing web based solution, together with identifying new
policy enabling requirements from a specific class of en-
terprise systems. We first detail policy enablement require-
ments and constraints from the perspective of management
and users of the application. We then present completed and
ongoing work, our observations, and future directions.

1. Introduction

Abstracting out the policy related constraints and as-
pects of services, grid infrastructures and software agents
has been an area of active research in the past decade. As
theory, tools and frameworks develop and mature, IT con-
sultants are increasingly employing policy management in
enterprise systems, and referring to it with terms likeAu-
tonomic Computing, On Demand ComputingandAdaptive
Enterprise. What underlies all these IT solution infrastruc-
tures is the use of a policy driven control loop, either syn-
chronous or asynchronous, which ensures the overall adapt-
ability of the deployed system.
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Policy Managed Systems provide several advantages
over traditional enterprise systems. Even though the ex-
act benefits depend on the application domain, they can be
broadly characterized into the following, listed in decreas-
ing level of research maturity:

• Adaptability of the enterprise system as a whole to
changes in the business policy, privacy laws or the
more complex dynamics in the consumer environment
through externalized business and security logic.

• Centralized audit of enterprise wide policies auto-
matically to enable accountability, through merging
policies employed at the (micro) department level with
(macro) enterprise policies and privacy laws.

• Accountability to end users, of the enterprise system’s
privacy practices as a whole, enabled by translation to
standard privacy vocabularies like P3P [12].

• Negotiation, primarily inter-enterprise where exter-
nalized dynamic policies are created and enforced on
the fly through interaction between cross enterprise
software agents.

Such systems have been deployed in various domains
that includes network infrastructure, coordination in mul-
tiagent systems and the management of distributed systems
in general [24]. Most of these real world systems leverage
the benefits of policy based access control. However, policy
management in enterprise information systems for a com-
bination of access control and business policy management
has not been well studied. In view of this, we take an ap-
proach of analyzing the exact requirements of an existing
enterprise information system from both these perspectives.
Such systems come with various constraints and require-
ments from users and management, which needs to be for-
malized prior to policy enabling the solution. We summa-
rize our primary contributions as follows:

1. Our report on discussion with users and management
of an existing enterprise system is useful for business



rules and organization modeling across other organiza-
tions and systems.

2. Our completed work on privacy enablement provides
a more adaptable solution with minimal changes to the
existing infrastructure.

3. Our study on business policy enablement of a specific
class of enterprise IT systems formalizes the notion of
policy management using knowledge on the Web and
details what it entails.

4. Our discussion on experiences, observations and chal-
lenges from a practical perspective is useful to drive
requirements from the policy tooling standpoint.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion two we describe the specific enterprise system we used
as a use-case for requirements gathering. Section three de-
scribes the policy enablement requirements along two axes,
and defines the scope of our work. In section four we in-
troduce PMAC, a realization of IBM’s Autonomic Comput-
ing initiative. Section five reports on our completed work
on privacy policy enabling an existing application. In sec-
tion six we discuss Business Policy Enablement in detail
and show how it is directing our future work in this area.
Finally in section seven, we report on our observations on
policy enabling an existing enterprise solution and present
conclusions in section eight.

2. CASSIS

CASSIS is an Information System (IS) developed by
CAS (Center for Advanced Studies) [21], a collaborative re-
search organization within IBM. CAS is spread across five
countries, and as a whole, collaborates with university fac-
ulty and PhD students to apply their research to problems in
IBM. CASSIS is a web based application used to manage
this relationship with universities worldwide. It provides
a solution for soliciting research proposals, reviewing them
and monitoring accepted ones - typically a year round effort.
Though the information system as a whole is complex and
consists of many independent and interacting workflows on
different artifacts, we consider CASSIS from a single arti-
fact standpoint, that of a research proposal and an indepen-
dent workflow it goes through during its lifecycle. We first
introduce the role players (actors) in this workflow and then
detail key fields in the artifact.

2.1. The Actors

The following actors work on (and are responsible for)
the artifact at various points in its lifecycle:

Figure 1. The CASSIS view for CAS Research Staff
Members listing submitted proposals for the current
financial year.

• CAS Research Staff Membersare key players in
CAS, responsible for a proposal from its initiation to
its final inclusion in an IBM product or solution. In
addition to interacting with developers and managers
inside IBM to gather requirements for the academic
community, the CRSM is also responsible for identi-
fying research in the academic community of overlap-
ping interest. The CRSM either initiates a proposal or
is contacted by academic researchers interested in ap-
plying theory they have developed into real world prac-
tical problems. The CRSM is then responsible for all
aspects of the proposal which includes requesting for-
mal proposal submission from the researcher, finding
reviewers and evaluators for the proposal within IBM,
identifying sponsoring IBM departments, to the even-
tual approval/rejection of the proposal and its manage-
ment thereafter. Figure 1 depicts one of the views used
by the CRSM, which lists submitted proposals for the
current financial year.

• Academic Researcherssubmit proposals, and see
value in working with IBM, both from the perspective
of IBM’s products as well as the applicability and vis-
ibility of their own research. Once a proposal is ac-
cepted, they are responsible for supervising students
and interacting with the primary point of contact, the
CRSM towards gathering practical requirements and
scheduling time lines.

• CAS Reviewers are usually picked by the CRSM
based on the value of the proposal to the reviewer’s de-
partment. Typically, they are developers and architects
of IBM products and solutions who clearly understand
IBM’s requirements from the academic community.

• CAS Evaluatorsvouch for the credibility of reviewer
comments, and are typically higher level management
in charge of the specific products. Evaluators are re-
sponsible for meta-reviews to guarantee that existing



Figure 2. The CAS Head Proposal View listing all
present and past projects (both approved and re-
jected) managed by CAS.

reviews are unbiased and not prone to conflict of in-
terest. In addition, they also provide inputs from the
perspective of long term IBM strategy for their prod-
uct and solution offerings.

• CAS Head makes the final decision as to whether a
proposal has to be approved or rejected based on in-
puts from the CRSM, the Reviewers and Evaluators
spread across IBM. Approved proposals are referred to
as CAS Projects. Such approved proposals are usually
funded over a period of three years, reviewed yearly
and support the graduate studies of a student. Figure
2 depicts one of the views used by the CAS Head list-
ing all present and past projects (both approved and
rejected) managed by CAS.

• Public Internet. As the project shows results through
publications, patents and reports, IBM CAS makes cer-
tain aspects of the project public, so that it is readily
accessible for general use in projects outside IBM in-
cluding other academic research groups. Such public
reports encourage collaboration with new academic re-
search groups, a key competency requirement of CAS.

2.2. The Artifact

The artifact is the research proposal, similar in content to
proposals submitted by researchers to other funding agen-
cies. If the proposal is accepted, the project report becomes
the artifact in subsequent years. The project report has fields
similar to that of the proposal. We mention only the salient
attributes of the artifact here to introduce the readers to the
domain we are dealing with:

• Title and Year are self-explanatory. TheYear field
specifies the year during which the proposal/project is
going through a review process.

• CAS Location and Country specifies the CAS Lo-
cation, and the country the researcher submitting the
proposal is located in. It is very much possible that a
researcher in one country submits a proposal to a CAS
location in a different country.

• PI’s and their Affiliation stand for the Principal In-
vestigators of a proposal, a list of academic researchers
who collaboratively submit the proposal.

• CAS RSM is the primary point of contact for the
project – a research staff member who works for IBM
CAS.

• Participants, with name, affiliation and contact infor-
mation is a list of all people involved in the project -
academic researchers, students and IBM employees.

• Proposal Contentconsists of project objectives, rela-
tion to other funded projects, proposed work, partici-
pation of individuals, reason for funds and recent pub-
lications. The academic researcher is expected to make
a convincing argument of applicability of their work to
IBM in this section.

• Funding Requested and Approvedare based on the
participation of individuals, hardware requirements
and other logistics.

• Reviewers, Evaluators and Commentsconsists of
the key reviewers and evaluators of the proposal as
identified by the CRSM and their comments.

The complex workflow involving this artifact can be ab-
stracted into proposal submission by academic researchers,
initial screening by CRSM, identifying reviewers and evalu-
ators by CRSM, the review and evaluation process, the final
approval or rejection by the CAS Head followed by its con-
tinual monitoring.

3. Management and User Requirements

The management and users of CAS put forward certain
requirements and constraints for policy enablement. CAS
is an organization run using a rotational management sys-
tem, in which employees of IBM are assigned to CAS over
varying periods of time. As a result, CASSIS requirements
evolve and adapt over time, driving changes to its design
and implementation. One of the primary goals of the man-
agement was to make the system easily adaptable through
the specification, management and enforcement of policies,



thus reducing the monetary cost and human resources re-
quired to maintain CASSIS in a competitive and increas-
ingly stringent business environment.

This primary requirement led to viewing policies from
the privacy and business perspective, and constraints in-
cluded providing alignment with existing efforts in the or-
ganization so as to maximize overlap, minimize redundancy
and enable compatibility with similar systems across IBM.
It also had to be scalable and efficient so as to be useful in a
production environment.

3.1. Privacy Policy Specification

CASSIS is organized as a role-based application in
which users are responsible for different aspects of the
workflow based on their current roles. All fields in the ar-
tifact, the Proposal, are visible to the primary role players,
CRSMandCAS Head. ReviewersandEvaluatorsdo not get
to see reviews and evaluations of each other, and reviews
and evaluations are not open toAcademic Researchers. The
management did not have any new requirements for making
certain fields accessible to specific role players. However,
the priorities of the management, in the order of precedence,
included: (i) privacy requirements should be easily adapt-
able, (ii) privacy practices must be more transparent, (iii)
the application should enable automated compliance verifi-
cation to relevant privacy rules within IBM as well as laws
of the host country (as and when they are made statutory).

The first of the three requirements had to be addressed
immediately from the policy enablement perspective. How-
ever the management made it clear that any such policy en-
ablement ensure that it eases addressing the latter require-
ments eventually. The last two requirements would lead to
enabling translation of privacy policies to P3P (or a similar
vocabulary [17, 13]) from the user perspective and an en-
terprise specific vocabulary or ontology ([1, 2, 14]) for ac-
countability to statutory and organization specific laws and
rules.

3.2. Business Policy Specification

Sincebusiness policyis a relatively broad term, we clar-
ify this aspect in detail. From the perspective of CAS and
CASSIS, business policies map down to policies govern-
ing the very running of CAS, as driven by IBM’s current
policies as an organization and the business environment in
general. Though CASSIS consists of many role players, we
preferred to consider one user type (CRSM) and one man-
agement type (CAS Head) and their perspective of business
policies important to CAS.

From the CRSM perspective, business policies influence
the way a proposal is viewed during its lifecycle in the CAS-
SIS workflow. Such policies will eventually be used to con-

sider the proposal with additional interest. Some of the im-
portant facets of the business policy include:

• Closeness to IBM Participants, in which past collab-
oration experiences of participants (IBM Employees)
in the proposal are analyzed semi-automatically (based
on co-published papers, personal communication etc.)

• Goals of the sponsoring group, wherein the sponsor-
ing groups specify certain areas of research collabo-
ration as important to IBM. For instance, IBM’s push
towards Autonomic Computing would consider Policy
related research to be of high short-term interest.

• Connections and Collaborations, of principal inves-
tigators with other IBM employees, or collaboration
history of the principal investigators in academia and
their results (through publications, patents etc.) are
considered.

An important additional responsibility of the CRSM, as
shown in figure 3, is identifying key reviewers (assigned re-
viewers) for a proposal, a two step process. In the first step,
prospective new reviewers are identified based on existing
policies. This is followed by the CRSM directly contacting
some of the prospective reviewers to confirm their availabil-
ity for the review process, followed by moving them to the
available reviewers list. The key reviewers are then iden-
tified based on various conditions that are again driven by
the business policies in effect at that time. Some aspects
of the business policy for identifying prospective and key
reviewers include at least some of (but not limited to):

• Domain Expertise, of the reviewer so that it aligns
with the topic of the proposal. A reviewer need not
necessarily be in a department working on that area.

• Management Function, which decides the seniority
of the employee in their department.

• Department, which identifies the broad area of the re-
viewers responsibility. This would most likely be a
department close to the area of the proposal and the
sponsoring IBM group.

• Social Network, the context of the reviewer in the so-
cial network comprising of the CRSM, PI and proposal
participants.

• Existing Key Reviewers, which ensures that all re-
viewers are not picked from the same department, ge-
ography etc.

From the CAS Head perspective, business policies drives
at the very least,Identification of interesting new collabo-
rations, Distribution of research topicsandPast collabo-
ration experiences. In the interest of not further divulging



Figure 3. Using the CRSM view, the CRSM identifies
and then assigns key reviewers for a proposal.

the complete running of CAS, we only mention some of the
criteria used by the CAS Head without going into particu-
lar details. It should however be clear to the reader that, all
the above criteria are driven by the business policies cur-
rently in place at IBM. These policies when made explicit
act as recommendations for role players, enabling the actors
to comply with CAS business policies during their actions
in the workflow.

Policy enabling the business hence requires addressing
certain important issues. The primary challenge is to iden-
tify what part of the business policy can be made explicit,
what knowledge bases do they operate on and what this en-
tails, and how such explicit business policies can be incor-
porated through externalized business logic for CASSIS.

3.3. Scope

To provide an initial proof of concept of the advantages
of policy enablement we decided to limit ourselves to cer-
tain aspects of CASSIS.

From the security and privacy perspective, we abstracted
ourselves from the role creation process itself. This was
mainly driven by business requirements, as it had histori-
cally been a static set of features of CASSIS. Hence, our
privacy policy enablement approach can be viewed as ef-
fective once users are assigned to roles.

Though CASSIS as an application involves many role
players we limited our study of business policy to two of
the key actors - the CRSM and CAS Head. This was partly
due to business demands and partly due to time and resource
constraints. Our business policy enablement should be eas-
ily extensible to other role players and will be used as a
guide, as the need arises.

Figure 4. IBM’s Autonomic Manager model includes
the MAPE (Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute) control
loop with managed resource touch points interfacing
with the policy managed application.

4. Policy Enablement Tooling

The policy enablement of CASSIS required that it align
and make use of ideas within IBM’s vision for Autonomic
Computing [16, 15]. In the autonomic computing frame-
work, the policy enabled application is managed by one or
more autonomic managers which handle externalized busi-
ness and security logic. Figure 41 depicts one such auto-
nomic manager constituted by the MAPE (Monitor, Ana-
lyze, Plan, Execute) control loop. Managed Resource touch
points are the interaction points between the policy man-
aged application and the autonomic manager. This interac-
tion can be initiated by either the autonomic manager (unso-
licited) or the managed resource (solicited) and can resultin
either synchronous or asynchronous policy guidance. Poli-
cies are based on knowledge available for the autonomic
manager and almost always includes the monitor, analyze
and execute steps, but could also additionally include a plan
phase.

4.1. PMAC

PMAC stands for Policy Management Autonomic Com-
puting and is a policy driven framework aimed at realiz-
ing IBM’s Autonomic Computing vision. PMAC provides
a toolkit complete with a policy language, editor, analy-
sis system and deployment capabilities. It uses ACPL (the
Autonomic Computing Policy Language) as the underlying
policy language. A key feature of ACPL is its notion of
usingbusiness valueto specify priorities between policies.
Interested readers are directed to the IBM PMAC web site2

for more information.

1Image courtesy of http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/
2http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/pmac/



4.2. Developer Framework

PMAC is implemented in Java and provides APIs that
enable applications to request for policy guidance based on
deployed policies. PMAC also has web service capabili-
ties enabling its use by applications written across disparate
platforms, development frameworks and languages.

The primary reasons behind our use of PMAC as the pol-
icy enabling toolkit were its efficiency, compatibility with
the existing production environment of CASSIS, excellent
internal support, simplicity of the policy language and clear
development architecture.

Having detailed the core requirements and introduced
the domain, we next report on our work towards realiz-
ing these requirements by policy enabling CASSIS. Given
the needs of the business, the management and the users
we viewed policy enablement from two independent per-
spectives, privacy and business, and hence two independent
autonomic managers (policy enablement mechanisms) ad-
dress them. We first detail our completed work on privacy
enablement.

5. Privacy Policy Enablement

In an earlier section we put forward the privacy pol-
icy enablement requirements from the CAS management.
Since the primary focus of this paper is on requirements
gathering, we detail privacy policy enablement only briefly.

Clearly, privacy specific requirements were geared to-
wards long-term goals. In order to policy enable these pri-
vacy aspects, we employed policies encoded in ACPL and
enforced using the PMAC framework. We used solicited
synchronous policy guidance from the Autonomic Manager
using the provided Java API. The entire architecture of pri-
vacy policy enablement is depicted in Figure 5.

The management specifies privacy policies of CASSIS
offline and deploys them to the Autonomic Manager using
the policy editor. This enables independent changes to the
privacy policy without mandating changes to the actual im-
plementation, one of the key advantages of policy enable-
ment. Such deployed policies are enforced by the CASSIS
web application when actors work on the artifact using var-
ious views. A partial snapshot of one such policy is shown
in figure 6. It shows an individual privacy rule for there-
viewer role specifying constraints on viewing the fields of
the artifact (CassisProposalScope scope) through theread
andmaskstring constants. Similar rules can be encoded for
all fields of the artifact for different role players.

The current implementation of CASSIS, based on
servlets and JSPs (Java Server Pages) made interfacing the
application with the Autonomic Manager relatively easy.
The changes to the JSPs were trivial and excerpts of code

<acpl:Policy
decisionName="CassisProposalPermission“

policyEnabled="true" 
policyName="ProposalPermissionPolicy"
...
<acpl:Condition>
<exp:Equal>

<exp:PropertySensorpropertyName="role" /> 
<exp:StringConstant>

<Value>reviewer</Value> 
</exp:StringConstant>
</exp:Equal>
</acpl:Condition>
<acpl:Decision>
<acpl:Result>
<acpl:PropertypropertyName="permissions">
<exp:CompositeDataConstant>
<permissions>

<fundrequest>read</fundrequest> 
<fundapprove>mask</fundapprove> 

</permissions>
</exp:CompositeDataConstant>
</acpl:Property>
</acpl:Result>
</acpl:Decision>
<acpl:BusinessValue>

<Importance>6</Importance> 
</acpl:BusinessValue>
<acpl:Scope>
<acpl:StringScope>

<Value>CassisProposalScope</Value> 
</acpl:StringScope>
</acpl:Scope>
</acpl:Policy>

Figure 6. This ACPL description encodes an individ-
ual privacy rule for the reviewer role specifying con-
straints on viewing the fields of the artifact through
the ‘read‘ and ‘mask‘ string constants.

changes are listed for completeness in figure 7.Decision-
Input is part of the developer API which enables requesting
for policy guidance from the autonomic manager. Request
includes role information of the actor and the current scope
(artifact) and response is in the form of all fields viewable
by the user in that context.

The JSPs implementing views for various role players al-
lowed us easy access to user and role information without
requiring hits to the database for additional contextual infor-
mation. This in turn enabled us to satisfy another constraint
from the management, that changes to the existing imple-
mentation be kept to a minimum. It should also be noted
here that in a typical Java based web based application pol-
icy guidance can be implemented at either the servlet or JSP
level. We used JSPs in our policy enablement since it ap-
peared to be a more convenient option for this application.

In addition, ACPL’s ability to use business value as a
means of specifying priorities between rules (in this case -
access control) could also have been exploited. While this
was not a current requirement, the management immedi-
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Figure 5. The overall architecture for privacy policy enablement uses policies encoded in ACPL and enforced using
the PMAC framework through guidance from the Autonomic Manager.

DecisionInput di= ...
di.putString ( "role", "reviewer"); 
String fundrequest = "mask"; 
Decision d =  Decider.getDecider ()

.requestGuidance(di ); 
if( d.noGuidance ()) { 

...
} else { 

...
<% if (fundrequest.equals("read ")) {%> 
<tr> 

<td colspan="2"><b><br> 
Funding requested:</b>< br> 
<%=segmentAllInfo.getCurrency ()%> 

&nbsp;<%=segmentAllInfo.getFundreq ()%> 
</td> 

</tr> 
...

Figure 7. Requests include role information of the
actor and the current scope (artifact) and response is
in the form of all fields viewable by the user in that
context.

ately noticed the usefulness of using such prioritized poli-
cies to override defaults in their system, by selectively en-
abling access to certain fields for important reviewers and
evaluators.

6. Business Policy Enablement

Business Policy Enabling CASSIS put forward new chal-
lenges, which in turn made the exercise of requirements
gathering particularly interesting. Two of the key issues
included (i) functioning and decision-making process in
CASSIS is influenced not only by local knowledge but also
by knowledge external to the CASSIS (ii) unlike privacy

(security) policies and action-reaction policies employed in
other domains, the result of policy rules are recommenda-
tions which guide actions of the actors.

Even though policy enabled software systems have been
engineered for over a decade, knowledge driving these poli-
cies is local, readily available from the application stand-
point, and is often not considered as a first class citizen
i.e. at the same importance level as the policy specifica-
tion. Recent research [25][19] has initiated a focus on this
aspect by enriching the existing knowledge base through re-
inforcement learning and mining. The business requirement
of CASSIS revealed another interesting dimension, where
knowledge openly available on the World Wide Web, in
combination with Intranet knowledge, and that of the appli-
cation drives business decisions through recommendations.

Noteworthy is the fact that this is different from knowl-
edge useful for privacy enablement that involved only role
of the actor and attributes of the artifact. The challenge then
is to identify useful knowledge sources, integrate them, ana-
lyze properties of integrated knowledge to clarify what sets
it apart, and finally explore how this effects business pol-
icy enablement, from the tooling, policy language and engi-
neering perspective.

6.1. Existing Intranet Knowledge

IBM, being an organization of over three hundred
thousand employees, has a fairly sophisticated and well-
organized intranet. One of the popular services on the In-
tranet is the IBM Blue Pages [11], a directory of all employ-
ees. In addition to listing contact details, location, designa-
tion and other details it also lists employee hierarchy in the
management, people managed, department, skills, projects
and experiences. IBM also has useful knowledge stored
in databases maintained by different departments like red-



books3, patents etc. published as different services either in
the Intranet or Web scope.

6.2. Web Knowledge

The World Wide Web is a large knowledge base by itself.
From the CASSIS perspective some of this available public
knowledge does have a potential impact on the business. In
particular, the domain of interest for CASSIS is the large
wealth of information on the academic community, specif-
ically their ongoing research and collaborations. To begin
with we identified three such information sources - Cite-
seer4, DBLP5 and FOAF6. Each one of these sources [22]
have their own bias and are useful in specific domains. We
discovered during our analysis that both DBLP and Cite-
seer had significant information that the management found
useful for evaluating submitted proposals and identifying
new collaborations. Our study also showed that there is
no sufficient overlap with the FOAF dataset (gathered us-
ing Swoogle[10]), and hence we eventually dropped it from
consideration. In addition, both Citeseer7 and DBLP8 meta-
data are public datasets, readily available in structured for-
mats and not prone to privacy issues common with data an-
alytics.

It should be evident from our earlier discussion on CAS-
SIS business policies that the combined knowledge of the
Intranet and the Web is highly important from the CAS per-
spective. What is lacking however is a way of using them
together through integration to a common data model, fol-
lowed by identifying what this would entail for policy en-
ablement. It turns out that the former aspect of data integra-
tion is another current thrust within the organization.

6.3. Luna RDF Graph Infrastructure

IBM is adopting ideas of the Semantic Web vision [3] by
RDF (http://www.w3.org/RDF/) enabling information on
their Intranet. RDF (Resource Description Framework) is
the graph based data structure that underlies the Semantic
Web. RDF enables data sharing, integration and interoper-
ability through the use of popular vocabularies, and in addi-
tion provides a rich data source for the use of graph based
mining and search techniques on enterprise wide informa-
tion.

IBM is adopting RDF as a content management mech-
anism through the development of Luna, a framework for
knowledge integration within IBM. Luna not only incorpo-
rates the IBM Blue Pages, but also additional information

3http://redbooks.ibm.com
4http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
5http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
6http://www.foaf-project.org/
7http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/oai.html
8http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/

found in their patent servers, publication repositories and
mailing listing to create a social network which comple-
ments the employee hierarchy available from Blue Pages.
Luna is based on the Jena [6] toolkit9, an open source im-
plementation, and encourages the use of IBM Intranet data
in new applications within IBM. One such application is Re-
lescope [9], which fosters collaboration between IBM em-
ployees by exploiting social networks within IBM. From
the perspective of CASSIS, we have readily available IBM
Intranet knowledge and have to use it in combination with
information from the Web, also available in structured for-
mats.

Complete integration[28][8][20] is a tough problem and
has been an active area of research in both the Semantic
Web and Database communities. Hence an integration of
Intranet and Web knowledge is to be done to an extent
where it is acceptable by the CAS management and use-
ful for CASSIS. In the interest of space and the scope of
this paper we do not detail how we are currently integrating
knowledge important for CASSIS.

6.4. Aggregated Knowledge & Business Policy

Aggregated knowledge of the Intranet and the Web taken
together has certain important characteristics:

• Unbalanced, in that the dataset is biased towards
specific academic communities, author types or geo-
graphic locations [23].

• Conflicting, where DBLP and Citeseer present mutu-
ally conflicting information for the same publication or
author.

• Mutually Reinforcing, i.e. the datasets together rein-
force their knowledge about a publication or author.

• Not completely trustworthy, by which content extrac-
tion techniques from publications sometimes make au-
thor attributions that are not necessarily correct.

While the mutually reinforcing characteristic is useful,
the other attributes mandate that policy recommendations
be accompanied by justifications. In other words, the man-
agement and users of CASSIS cannot completely trust rec-
ommendations without a cursory analysis of why such a
recommendation was made. These specific characteristics
of the underlying knowledge and requirements of CASSIS
lead to a new model for business policies, slightly different
from the well knownECA, Event, Condition, Actionmodel.
We hence were required to consider policies from the per-
spective of{Event, Condition, Recommendation, Justifica-
tion}, abbreviated asECRJ.

9http://jena.sourceforge.net/



6.5. Extending ECA

TheECRJmodel for business policies consists of the fol-
lowing core entities. We briefly introduce each entity in the
context of CASSIS:

• Event, is when a business policy guidance is solicited.
TheEventmodel in CASSIS is similar to the one found
in traditional ECA and is fired when role players in
CASSIS are involved in operations requiring policy
guidance.

• Condition, is a subgraph match as knowledge driving
CASSIS policies is encoded in RDF. Conditions can
readily make use of graph matching constructs pro-
vided by SPARQL10, a query language for RDF. Else-
where on the Semantic Web, similar methods of con-
dition matching have been used in TriQ.L [4], [5] for
filtering information based on trust policies.

• Recommendation, is typically a ranking of entities
which enable prioritization over many entities under
consideration. In CASSIS for instance, this could be
either proposals in the workflow or prospective and key
reviewers. We currently consider prioritization at three
levels, namelyhigh, lowandmedium, with scope for
future extension to a higher granularity.

• Justification, is used to validate policy recommenda-
tions. This is a combination of the specific subgraph
match for a condition and English language text as-
sociated with the fired policy rule. Such informa-
tion is displayed to the actors to justify recommenda-
tions since the underlying knowledge is not completely
trustworthy. The actions of the actors are driven by
how convinced they are by these justifications. A sim-
ilar mechanism, in the context of trust policies is used
in TriQ.L for justifying filtered knowledge.

As readily available structured knowledge becomes com-
mon in many other domains and the responsiveness of enter-
prise systems to customer environment dynamics becomes
an important requirement, a need for such models will grow
and their utility will become increasingly evident.

6.6. Current and Future Work

Our current focus is completely driven by business pol-
icy enablement. We are working on two areas, integration
of knowledge for CASSIS and the design and implementa-
tion of a framework that enables theECRJmodel for busi-
ness policy enablement. Though preliminary work suggests
TriQ.L to be the best fit for our domain, we are also study-
ing the feasibility of adopting other Semantic Web friendly
policy frameworks [18] [7] [27][26].

10http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

7. Observations

Our work on eliciting requirements for, and adding ex-
plicit policy management to, an exiting, well-used applica-
tions leads to several observations. We believe these obser-
vations and practical requirements are valid and applicable
for policy enablement of applications in other, related do-
mains.

Privacy policy enablement of CASSIS required that cer-
tain long-term goals be also considered. Specifically, this
involved translation across policy languages which will
hold the key in further automating the business. From
the perspective of most enterprise systems, translation is
required along two dimensions: to user-specific privacy
promises through P3P and to an enterprise-wide common
policy vocabulary.

Our encoding of data fields in ACPL makes no attempt to
connect data fields to well known schemas syntactically or
to connect associated rules to other rule languages semanti-
cally. Consequently, the privacy policy is only understood
by the application at the level of CASSIS. We believe such
mapping (by the policy specification engineer/management
when policies are created) has to be mandated to enable
better interoperability. Similar recent efforts by the World
Wide Web Consortium11 show the importance of this issue
in the broader context.

Policy enabling the business raised some important con-
siderations. Firstly, the knowledge driving business poli-
cies is becoming increasingly important. The broader area
of business policy management driven by Web knowledge
is becoming feasible, thanks to the exponential growth in
structured knowledge publicly available on the Web, pow-
ered by syndication feeds (e.g. RSS12) and blogs, and the
secondary text analysis services(e.g. WebFountain13) built
on top of them. Secondly, the untrustworthy nature of such
knowledge mandates that justifications accompany policy
guidance, which is then analyzed by role players before tak-
ing actions. We believe that business policy management on
web scale knowledge will grow in importance in the coming
years as policy enablement becomes increasingly common.

8. Conclusion

We have described an initial, exploratory study on the
policy management of a web-based enterprise application,
driven by both business needs and constraints. Our study
provides key insights into policy enablement in a specific
domain. In doing so we have also reported on completed
work on realizing partial solution to the problem, our con-

11See http://www.w3.org/2005/rules/wg/charter/.
12http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/tech/rss
13http://www.almaden.ibm.com/webfountain/



tinuing work on policy enablement using web scale knowl-
edge and related observations.
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